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Abstract
In this modern day and age, data is arguably the most valuable asset.
Specifically, the piece of information which could be transformed into an
entity of economic value has a greater need to be protected. During this era
of digital upgrading in every domain, the area of electrical energy is not
spared either. The conventional electrical grid systems have become smarter
with the implementation of smart grid (SG) technologies, along with its own
risks and limitations. The prominent challenge here is to discover and apply
the correct methods and technologies to safeguard the data that gets
accumulated in every node of the SG networks. This paper focuses on the
protection of data collected at the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
of the SGs. The data that becomes available in the smart meters of AMI
needs to be encrypted before any communication steps are initialized.
Currently, many proven algorithms, and appropriate key management
solutions have been suggested to establish end-to-end secure communication
for smart grid. Here in this paper, the standard encryption algorithms which
are commonly used in AMIs are analysed. Also, the challenges in
implementing the encryption algorithms in AMI are investigated with the
focus on secure key management. The current standards in implementing the
encryption techniques in AMI are also briefly studied.
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1 Introduction
The definition according to European Technology says an SG as a power
system that integrates all entities like generators and consumers for the
purpose of delivering sustainable and efficient energy supply. The smart grid
(SG) system includes automation and controllable power devices in the
whole energy value chain from production to consumption. Particularly, the
computing and two-way communication capabilities of the SG aids to
exchange real-time information between utilities and consumers, thus
achieving the desirable balance of energy supply and demand. During this
communication life-cycle of SG, when power is transferred from production
to user, the utility companies receive information like electricity
consumption and the actual energy that is potentially transferred. This data
may then be used for forecasting the times of high demand, detect power
failure and save excess power thus meeting the energy demands efficiently.
Meanwhile, upgrading the power grid to smarter grid gives rise to new
challenges in terms of security which have to be addressed before execution.
The rapid advancement of the attacks, especially of the cyber domain is
alarming. As the number of threats increases tremendously, according to the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) policy, for the operation of
the SG, cyber security is essential and the cyber security standards need to be
developed at a critically important speed. In the SG, the physical power
system is integrated and tightly coupled with the cyber system. Therefore, in
the case of any attack in either domain may have an impact on the other
domain and lead to potential cascading failures [Black-outs, financial losses
etc.].
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is essentially the crucial part of
SG and aids for the efficiency, sustainability and reliability of the system.
Therefore the cyber threats that are possible in the AMI has a huge impact on
the reliable and efficient operation of SG. To combat the threats targeting
information security in AMI infrastructure, one of the major solutions
employed is the encryption algorithms[9],[11-16],[21-26],[29][35][62,63].
According to the definition in [2], a mathematical operation to encrypt
the data using an algorithm where the data is transformed to a cipher text
with no meaning and employs a key to retain data to the plain text is called
an encryption algorithm. The successful operation of the encryption
algorithms in terms of computation speed, complexity, and efficient security
of data solely depends on the management of cryptographic keys.
Key management is a process that involves key generation, storage,
distribution and re-keying if required. Cryptographic key management is a
challenging task in the SGs as the system includes a vast number of
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components. Many researches are being carried out for the establishment of
secure key management solutions [KMS] in the AMI of SGs. Particularly,
lightweight KMS solutions are popular in smart meters considering its low
memory capacity and to reduce the computational overhead[4]-[7].
This paper aims to present a background knowledge on the
implementation of encryption algorithms in the AMI of SGs and the
corresponding key management techniques applied.
In Fig 1, the no. of articles reviewed are graphically represented. Out of
a total of two hundred and sixteen articles, the most relevant documents
related to security issues, encryption and key management in smart grids,
fifty of them are selected and reviewed in detail.

Figure 1 No. of Articles Reviewed

The following sections are organized as: Section 2 describes the
background of SG and AMI components, Section 3 presents the outline on
the security issues in SG, Section 4 presents an overview of the commonly
used encryption algorithms, Section 5 deals with the existing proposed
cryptographic solutions and key management solutions applied in AMIs,
Section 6 discusses some of the case studies in the field of implementing the
encryption algorithms, Section 7 identifies the future scope on researches on
new encryption and security solutions in SGs and Section 8 concludes the
study.

2 Background
In this section, the framework and standards of SG as stated by National
institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) are explained and the
components of AMI are discussed. Generally, a framework provides a set of
shared principles and practices, and an agreement on standards and protocols.
The smart grid framework according to NIST illustrates the conceptual
model as shown in Fig.2.
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Figure 2 Smart Grid Framework [1]

The US Department of Energy (DOE) released the metrics for
identifying the progress of smart grid implementation which mentions the
characteristics to be incorporated in the SG as listed below:
i.
Facilitate informed choices to end users
ii.
Availability of the option for energy storage.
iii.
New markets development.
iv.
Enhance the quality of power for the range of applications
v.
Optimize utilization of assets and operating efficiency
vi.
Predict failures in a self-healing manner
Resilience for physical, cyber threats and natural disasters
vii.
The crucial component of the SG network is the AMI as this houses the
critical data required for the successful operation of the entire SG network. In
[8], the components of AMI are discussed, the smart meters, data
accumulators and network components are included in the AMI. The
consumer‟s electricity usage information is transmitted to the meter data
management system (MDMS). The AMI comprises of components as shown
in Fig.3

Figure 3 Components of AMI [27]
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The AMI of SGs includes access points, smart meters, communication
network and meter data management systems (MDMS). The customer
information and power usage readings recorded in the smart meters installed
in the customer premises are very critical because this usage information
transmitted to the control / utility center helps to determine the efficient
energy consumption. According to [24], the communications infrastructure in
AMI can consist of many communications networks like the Neighborhood,
Home and Wide Area Networks. Hence, in AMI many systems and
technologies are integrated to provide efficient energy consumption. The
main drawback of establishing security in AMI is stated in [25] as low
computational ability and limited memory of the smart meters, and the
scalability of AMI being a vast network with enormous number of meters.

3 Smart Grid Security Issues
The simple definition of Cyber Security could be stated as a set of
techniques to protect systems from digital attacks. Major areas of cyber
security could be listed as information security, network security and
application security. Here, the information security plays the key role, as
most of the business entities are closely tied with various types of data. NIST
defines information security as a condition that is established after employing
required protective measures which enables a business to carry out its
essential operations in spite of the potential threats to its data.
A combination of deterrence, predict and prevent, recovery, early
detection, and remedial measures that is to be included in the business‟s risk
management methods are some of the protective measures for information
security. Information security comprises of three core principles:
 Confidentiality – Authorization is required for accessing the information.
 Integrity – Modifications can be permitted only for authorized entities.
Availability – Availability of the information for authorized personnel at
all allowed times.
Together these principles, the “CIA triad,” provide secured access to
correct data for the authorized entities. Confidentiality, Integrity, and
Availability (CIA) ensures the security of information, and it is obvious that
breaking "CIA" leads to a sequence of cyber threats.
In [17], the vulnerabilities of the huge heterogeneous SG network such as
physical security, user security, intelligent electronic devices, age of power
systems, device-to-device communication, increasing no. of stakeholders are
discussed. The types of possible attacks are highlighted and an extensive list
of security solutions are proposed. The work in [8] highlights the importance
of AMI in SG network and the active and passive defenses against the
security threats are investigated. Public Key Infrastructure [PKI] for the
passive defense and the Intrusion Detection System [IDS] for active defense
are studied and the combined defense is suggested to overcome the
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limitations of individual defenses.
The security challenges of SG and the possible security solutions are
discussed in [18]. The paper in [40] considers the security solutions of SG as
a whole system instead of component-wise solutions. The advances in cyber
security of SGs are discussed and the shortcomings are identified. System
failures, physical threats, targeted attacks and hybrid attacks are investigated.
Efficient security recommendations are made for secure information
exchange across the SG domain.
In [20], the cyber physical nature of the SG is considered and the attack
surfaces are analysed. The attack models and the impacts on cyber and
physical domains are studied and the defense strategies are recommended.
The work in [39] discusses the security issues found in smart meter systems
of SG. The attacks are analysed based on the area of vulnerability namely
network, physical hardware and data. The cyber-attacks and their remedial
measures in each of these areas are summarized.

4 Standard Cryptographic Algorithms
In general, cryptographic algorithms are the execution of certain set of
mathematical operations to achieve the features of information security like
entity authentication, data integrity, data confidentiality and authentication.
In any general form of cryptographic encryption, the encrypted data
transmitted between two entities can be explained as shown in Fig.4.

Figure 4 Communication of Two Parties with Encryption [3]

In this model of encryption, without knowing the encryption and
decryption key pair (e,d), the adversary gaining access to the communication
channel cannot restore the plaintext (m) from the cipher text (c).
The modern encryption techniques are broadly classified based on the
no. of cryptographic keys used. The major groups of encryption algorithms
are Symmetric, Asymmetric and Hash encryptions. The classification of
encryption algorithms can be illustrated as in Fig 5.
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Figure 5 Classification of Encryption Algorithms

Hash encryption algorithm use the hash functions to transform the
messages to digests of various lengths. Symmetric encryption uses a shared
key between the sender and receiver, whereas asymmetric encryption uses
two keys, a public key and a secret key which are linked mathematically. The
symmetric encryption technique can be further implemented using Block
ciphers or Stream ciphers.
The most widely used symmetric encryption techniques are Data
Encryption Standard [DES], Triple DES [3DES] and Advanced Encryption
Standard [AES], Blowfish and RC5. Some of the common public key
cryptographic algorithms are Rivest-Shamir-Adleman [RSA] and Elliptic
Curve Cryptography [ECC] techniques. Some of the characteristics of the
algorithms are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Characteristics of Encryption Algorithms
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4.1 Hash Based Encryption Algorithms
A hash function is defined as an algorithm where large data of random
size is transformed into small data of fixed size. This transformed data is
called the digest or hash value. The hash functions operate in a one-way
manner and do not require any key. In this method of one-way operation, it is
not possible to re-generate the input from a certain digest. The hash functions
are generally used for message and source integrity services, generation and
verification of digital signatures, key generation in key-establishment
techniques and pseudorandom number generation. A general process flow of
a hash encryption algorithm is shown in Fig 6.

Figure 6 Hash function [3]

4.2 Symmetric Algorithms
Generally, the symmetric algorithms are employed to establish data
encryption and data integrity due to its proven performance efficiency
whereas the public key cryptography facilitates repudiation through
signatures and key management. Some of the symmetric block cipher
algorithms are discussed below. In the DES algorithm, [28] describes that
there are two permutations and sixteen Feistel rounds. Fig 7 shows the
elements of DES cipher at the encryption site.
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Figure 7 DES Encryption and a Typical DES round [28]

There are 16 rounds in DES. A typical round in DES algorithm is also
shown in Fig. 7.
The DES key size is extended in 3DES algorithm and the DES
algorithm is run thrice, with three 56-bit keys as explained below:
 Using key 1, the plaintext is encrypted.
 Using key 2, the encrypted key is decrypted.
 Using key 3, the decrypted content from above step is again encrypted.
In the three-key method the text is encrypted three times in succession,
thus providing more security. The 3DES structure is illustrated in Fig 8.

Figure 8 3DES Structure
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Another such symmetric block cipher algorithm explained in [22], the
AES encryption algorithm has proven to be more secure, fast and efficient in
the AMI node of SGs due to its robust security and encryption/decryption
speed. The AES structure is shown in Fig 9.

Figure 9 AES Encryption [10]

Figure 10 First Round [10]

A typical round of the encryption process which has four sub processes is
shown in detail in Fig.10. The AES algorithm provides a complete security
solution against Brute-Force attacks.
4.3 Asymmetric Algorithms
Some of the common public key cryptographic algorithms are RivestShamir-Adleman [RSA] and Elliptic Curve Cryptography [ECC] techniques.
The RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) algorithm is a common asymmetric
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public key encryption algorithm where large integers are used. There is a
single round of encryption and uses two different keys as explained in [61].
The RSA process flow is described in Fig 11.

Figure 11 RSA Algorithm Structure

Another widely used public key cryptography algorithm is the Elliptic
Curve Cryptography [ECC]. It is based on elliptic curves over finite fields
structures. The elliptic curve representation can be shown as in Fig. 12

Figure 12 Elliptic Curve Representation

5 Encryption Algorithms for Smart Grids
5.1 Existing Encryption Methods Proposed for AMI
For secure transmission of data between the smart meter and utilities
require the implementation of encryption techniques. Most importantly, the
primary task is to identify the most effective encryption algorithm to be
employed for smart meter data. To achieve efficient information security,
symmetric block ciphers are preferred in the AMIs. In block ciphers, the
plaintext bit stream is grouped into blocks of fixed size and for each block,
the same cryptographic key is to generate the cipher text.
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The authors in [46] recommend the use of Spritz encryption to protect
consumer data. This method is based on the RC4 (Rivest Cipher 4)
encryption which is usually implemented in the Open Smart Grid Protocol
(OSGP) standard. To overcome the weakness of RC4 algorithm, the spritz
method is proposed to be used which is a stream cipher algorithm and works
similar to RC4-like algorithm and developed to overcome the weak design in
RC4 to achieve total security. The performance of the proposed solution
shows significant improvement. In this technique, the brute force attacks on
small keys are efficiently avoided.
A different approach is discussed in the document [47], wherein
extended Chebyshev chaotic maps are used in an anonymous password
authenticated key exchange protocol. This method proves to overcome the
vulnerabilities found in [48] which introduced a two-phase authentication
and key agreement scheme for isolated smart meters, particularly the
desynchronization attacks and forward insecurity. This protocol works in
three stages like initialization, authentication and password change.
In [49], the authors propose an order preserving encryption [OPE]
technique in which the ciphertext space maintains the order of numerical
data. Considering the scenario where computations are to carried out jointly
by individual meters and suppliers, this solution recommends smart meters to
transmit the periodical metering data to the utility using the privacy
preserving method. Hence, in this method, after their encryption the order of
plaintext values are preserved. Here, the privacy preserving unique statistics
scheme (PPUS) is employed for the smart meters.
A hybrid encryption solution is found in [50], where both the asymmetric
and symmetric key encryptions are incorporated to establish security in smart
metering networks. Advanced Encryption Scheme (AES) and Elliptic Curve
Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) are the two methods chosen in this
solution and a precomputation procedure is presented to improve speed and
to overcome the computational overhead of ECIES. Here, Hybrid
Cryptosystem [HC] concept is used which is a method of encryption that
together employs the strong security of public key encryption and the
productivity of symmetric encryption. The two subsystems of HC are data
encapsulation which uses symmetric encryption algorithms and key
encapsulation which uses public key algorithms. The AMI messages are
encrypted using AES 128 system and the arbitrary key is encrypted using
ECIES. To improve the efficiency of the proposed protocol, a
precomputation parameter is used the precomputed values are frequently
updated which are then used to produce the cryptographic keys. In this
proposed solution, the computation, communication and storage overheads
are proved to be reduced along with the security requirements.
Similarly, the authors in [52] have proposed the combined usage of AES
and RSA algorithms for generating session keys. The hash based message
authentication code is also used for message integrity. The method works in
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three phases - initialization, authentication and message transmission. Here
mutual authentication is provided and the MiM attacks and forward secrecy
issues are handled.
A scalable key management scheme is proposed in [51], in which
Physically Unclonable Function [PUF] based approach is used for
authentication of metering units and key management. The PUF devices
resist spoofing attacks by using a hardware based strong authentication
mechanism. The master key is not stored and hence the PUF based secret key
generation mechanism protects strongly against key leakage. Along with this,
a broadcast key management scheme [BGKM] is used to assign a secret to
each smart meter to generate the group key. By using BGKM, the actual
private key can be obtained by combining the individual private key with a
public information. Here, the solution is completely scalable as the number
of smart meters can be increased without any effect on the old meters.
A method to preserve the privacy of the consumer, in the midst of the
compromised substation and some attacked smart meters is proposed in [53]
wherein the consumption data from the members of a group are
homomorphically aggregated. The conversion of plaintext into ciphertext that
can be analyzed and worked on as similar to its original form is called
homomorphic encryption. In this proposed solution, the consumption
messages which are masked with random values are sent by the smart meters
using a shared group public key and individual private key are
homomorphically aggregated and encrypted. Later the ciphertexts when
returned to the smart meters are partially decrypted and sent to the utilities
for further computations. Hence the relationship between the customers and
their respective energy consumption values are not transparent, thereby
preserving the privacy.
An additive homomorphic encryption is used by the authors in [54] and a
privacy-friendly architecture is proposed. Each smart meter‟s data is
encrypted in shares using the public key and sends the cipher to the utility.
Subsequently, the utility homomorphically aggregates all the data encrypted
under the public key and sends back to the meters. The received cipher text
is decrypted by each meter. The results are sent for computation, where the
all received results are summed to get the aggregated energy consumption.
A similar method of homomorphic encryption using factor problem is
employed in [55], which suggests accumulating homomorphically the
consumption of the members in a particular domain, thus preserving
customer‟s privacy. Here, the electricity reading is masked them with a
random value and then it is encrypted. This method requires communication
with the utilities, but not among the smart meters.
In [56], a privacy-preserving electricity billing method is recommended
in which the data quality is not compromised. The functional encryption is
used in this proposed solution. Here, the smart meter encrypts the
consumption data and transmits to the utility which a restricted decryption
key is present with which the weighted sum can be obtained and cannot
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directly recover the consumption information. The separate consumption
details of each time unit is hidden from the utility provider, thus this method
efficiently solves the privacy issues.
A dynamic programming algorithm, DNA-based authentication solution
is proposed in [57] where the DNA-based key generation algorithm and the
key based random permutation [KBRP] algorithms are used for
authentication. Here, the exchange of different groups of data between the
smart meters and server is possible without data leakage to any intermediate
adversary. There is no requirement for the exchange of cryptographic keys
between the entities.
In [58], a sigcryption scheme namely Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
Encryption [CP ABSC] is proposed. Here a message can be signcrypted
utilizing the access rights which is defined in the message. The ciphertext can
be designcrypted only when the attributes specified in the data access rights
are provided. In smart grids, this method is proved to be very efficient in
establishing security in multicast and broadcast message communications.
5.2 Key Management Solutions in AMI
The traditional and general security solutions applicable to hardware
devices, network elements and software applications are no longer able to
provide comprehensive readymade alternatives to secure the systems. As the
scalability of the system increases, component-wise security solutions are
essential for end-to-end security. Likewise, a single key management
infrastructure is not feasible for use in all the components of the SG. Suitable
KMS solutions are to be identified for every component to derive and
distribute the encryption keys. [23]
In [43], the authors have proposed a framework for key management
based on key graph and are utilized for unicast, broadcast and multicast
transmission modes. The performance is arguably better with less
computational overhead and forward / backward securities ensured. A similar
approach is suggested in [42] with a multi group key graph technique applied
for different modes of communications and proved to have low
communication and storage overhead.
A key agreement scheme is proposed in [19] and the session key is
secured under the Canetti-Krawczyk CK adversary model with reduced
computation overhead. A hybrid key management scheme is suggested in
[41] for different modes of communications in which the method of One way
function tree [OFT] is used. The computations are majorly carried out in the
utility servers keeping the smart meter burden-free.
In [44], a two level encryption method based on two partially trusted
simple servers is proposed. Data encryption and node authentication are
achieved with enhanced data security. An identity based key establishment
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protocol based on elliptic curves [ECC] is proposed in [45] to establish
resilience for well-known attacks.
The most critical part in encryption is the key management. The best
approach is to be identified and designed. Generally, in key management the
keys are classified as follows:
 Session keys - one-time keys generated for every new message.
 Public keys - used in asymmetric encryption.
 Private keys - used as shared keys in symmetric encryption and also used
as the additional key in asymmetric encryption.
 Passphrase-based keys - used for protecting private keys.
In [32], Lili Yan, Yan Chang and Shibin Zhang propose a lightweight
authentication and key agreement scheme to provide mutual authentication
and key agreement without a trust third party. The scheme works in four
stages like Registration, Authentication, regeneration of keys and multicast
key generation. The session key is generated in the key agreement phase and
refreshed in a short-term or long-term process.
Key management schemes are proposed in [33] where multi-group key
graph structure is used for individual and batch rekeying to support different
modes of communications. Security analysis assures strong forward and
backward secrecy and the batch keying schemes prevent out-of-sync
problem.
As in [34], a lightweight authentication protocol is proposed for the twoway device authentication of the Supervisory node [SN] and control node
[CN] in SGs by Qianqian Wu, Meihong Li. This scheme is based on the
shared security key which is embedded in the device chip and random
number to authenticate the identity of SN and CN. In this method, third party
services and certificates are avoided, and a symmetric cryptographic
algorithm and hash operation are adopted. A comparison of the various
proposed encryption and key management technologies for the metering
infrastructure of SGs are listed in a tabular format in Table 2.
Table 2 Comparison of Existing Encryption / Key Management Solutions for AMI
Contributed by

Lincoln Kamau
Kiarie Et al.
[2019]
Dariush
AbbasinezhadMood
and
Morteza
Nikooghadam
[2018]

Encryption /
KMS
Technique
Spritz
Encryption

Description

Advantages

RC4 like stream
cipher algorithm

Effective
against
Brute Force attacks

Chaotic maps

Two-phase
authentication and
key
agreement
scheme
with
extended
Chebyshev chaotic
maps

Protects
isolated
smart meters from
desynchronization
attacks and forward
insecurity.
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Iraklis
Leontiadis,
Refik Molva,
Melek O¨nen
[204]
Samer
Khasawneh &
Michel Kadoch
[2017]

Mahmood K,
Chaudhry Et al.
[2016]
Nabeel
M,
Ding X, Et al.
[2015]

Order
Preserving
Encryption

Order of plaintext
value is preserved
after encryption

Protects consumer
privacy efficiently

Hybrid
encryption
with Elliptic
Curve
Integrated
Encryption
Scheme
(ECIES) and
Advanced
Encryption
Scheme (AES)
Combined
usage of AES
and
RSA
algorithms
Physically
Unclonable
Function
[PUF] based
approach

Data encapsulation
with symmetric and
key
encapsulation
with
public
key
encryption

Additional security
with recomputation
value for updating
keys

Hash based message
authentication code
used for message
integrity
Hardware
based
authentication
mechanism,
broadcast
key
management scheme
[BGKM]
Data masked with
random values and
usage of shared group
public
key
and
individual
private
keys.

MiM attacks and
forward
secrecy
issues mitigated.

N. Busom, Et
al. [2015]

Homomorphic
encryption

Garcia F and
Jacobs
B
[2011]

Additive
homomorphic
encryption

Jalaja
Valisireddy
and
Anjaneyulu
[2018]

Homomorphic
encryption
using
factor
problem

Jong-Hyuk Im,
Et al. [2019]

Functional
encryption

Shared group public
key and individual
private keys with
homomorphic
aggregation
and
encryption
Data masked with
random
value,
homomorphically
accumulated
and
encrypted
using
factor
problem
method
Restricted decryption
key
provided
to
utility to receive
weighted sum of data

Key leakage and
spoofing
attacks
handled, solution is
highly scalable

Complete
preserving
of
consumer privacy,
as
data
is
homomorphically
aggregated
and
encrypted.
Consumer privacy
preserved
efficiently.

Consumer privacy
preserved fficiently

Consumer privacy
issues handled
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Shakir
M.
Hussain, Et al.
[2017]

DNA
based
encryption

Chunqiang Hu,
Jiguo Yu, Et al.
[2018]

CiphertextPolicy
Attribute
Based
Encryption
Two
level
encryption

Imtiaz Parvez,
Arif I. Sarwat,
My T. Thai,
Anurag
K.
Srivastava
[2017]
Mourad
Benmalek, Et
al. [2018]

Rekeying
using multigroup
key
graph
structure

Key based
random
permutation [KBRP]
algorithms used for
key generation
Access
rights
specified
in
the
message itself

No exchange of keys
required,
effective
key management.

Two partially trusted
simple servers for
data encryption and
node authentication

Improved
security

Individual and batch
rekeying for unicast,
multicast
and
broadcast
communications

Forward
and
backward insecurities
well handled.

Very efficient for
security in broadcast
communications.

data

5.3 Key Protection Issues
Protecting the cryptographic keys can be efficiently done by defining and
enforcing proper key management policies. A higher level of authorisation in
the key management process for release or recovering of the key should be
included in the key management policy. Individual key usage policy must be
applied for every key to define which device, group of devices, or types of
application can request it, and the type of operations like encrypt, decrypt or
sign that device or application can perform. In this way, it is ensured that the
secure keys are constantly protected. According to „Recommendation for
Key Management- part 2‟, published by NIST [30], the segregated roles in
the key management are
 Separation of duties - divides critical functions among different staff to
enable the option of not giving enough privilege to one individual.
 Dual Knowledge - two or more persons operating in concert to protect
sensitive cryptographic key information.
 Split Control - the combined value of an encryption key or paraphrase
key is unknown to anyone.
In [31], rekeying is defined as in the encrypted storage, the method of
updating the existing key to a new value. Here, the old key is thus retired and
the new key is used for all further encryptions. Also, [31] focuses on Access
Revocation, wherein if the entity no longer stays in the group, the access
privileges are to be removed for that entity to ensure data security. The
encryption key life-cycle is illustrated in Fig 13.
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Figure 13 Encryption Key Life-Cycle [38]

The cryptographic key management system [CKMS] security policy as
found in [30] emphasizes that every cryptographic key needs to be replaced
as it reaches its limit of lifetime. Hence, it is important that the expired keys
be updated by rekeying to enable continued protection of encrypted data with
new keys.
5.4 Standards Implementing Encryption in AMI
The way that encryption algorithm is implemented is crucially important
in the AMI setup of the SGs. If the encryption is poorly tested or subjected to
insufficient review, there may still be vulnerabilities and opportunities arise
for adversaries to gain access of the data or break the encryption. Hence, it is
important that the encryption solutions meet the current standards during
implementation.
As a general standard, encryption algorithms must satisfy the standards
mentioned in NIST publications, with effect from the date of
implementation. According to NIST publications, the algorithms from an
approved list can only be implemented by the cryptographic modules. These
approved algorithms widely includes the standards for all types of
encryptions like symmetric, asymmetric, hash and message authentication
modules. The algorithm requirement states that set defined as "AEScompatible" or "partially AES-compatible" must be met by the ciphers [36].
The accredited Cryptographic and Security Testing (CST)
laboratories are used to test the cryptographic modules. As in [37], to test the
cryptographic modules, these institutions use different strategies like Derived
Test Requirements (DTR), Implementation Guidance (IG) and applicable
Cryptographic Module Validation Program (CMVP) programmatic
guidance.
The comprehensive standards for the implementation of encryption
algorithms are found in the various NIST publications.
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6 Case Studies
Two types of real world large scale implementations of encryption
techniques are discussed here, the ATOS cryptoserver solution which uses
hardware cryptographic computations and an application level encryption
using THALES SafeNet ProtectApp.
6.1 ATOS Worldline Cryptoserver
According to the case study reported by Atos, the information
technology service provider company has a successful data encryption
solution delivered to the energy provider Enexis of Netherlands [59].
With the implementation of smart meters in 7 million households, the
consumers are provided with informed choices of energy usage and the
utility company with accurate consumption data to enable efficient energy
delivery. The implementation was delayed due to security concerns, in
particular, to those related to data confidentiality. Enexis being one of the
largest energy utility provider, in order to influence most customers,
provided the utmost privacy and security to user data in collaboration with
Atos. Hence, a hardware based crytoserver solution is developed, wherein the
Cryptographic operations happen only inside the Hardware Security Modules
[HSMs]. The data collection by Enexis uses the DLMS/COSEM Protocolbased data acquisition system. Here, security for data collection is achieved
via a cryptographic system that uses cryptographic keys for encoding and
decoding the data, while ensuring that non-authorised access is made
virtually impossible.

Figure 14 Interaction between Cyrtoserver and Core Processes [59]
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The encryption process is explained in Fig. 14. The encrypted data is
stored in the MDM database and sent to the ASM server pool which
comprises the HSMs with embedded encryption keys, enabling the encrypted
data from customers to be turned into data that can be used within core
applications to determine the amount of energy consumption, payment data
and other necessary information for managing the business.
In this solution, data in transit is always unreadable to the outside world.
It becomes a plaintext message only when decrypted within the HSMs. No
cryptographic keys or security operations are ever visible to the main servers
or the core applications, themselves. This Cryptoserver project proved to be
one of the earliest, largest, scalable and successful smart meter
implementations that is fully based on accepted international standards.
6.2 Thales SafeNet ProtectApp
Application level data encryption provides data protection at earlier
stages of information lifecycle, controlling the risk of data exposure. SafeNet
ProtectApp from Thales [60] provides the data encryption solution in which
the data is encrypted immediately after generation, and is securely
transmitted throughout the lifecycle irrespective of data iterations.

Figure 15 SafeNet ProtectApp Process Flow

Along with it, SafeNet KeySecure provides a scalable and centralized
key and policy management. This solution has in-built capabilities of rekeying and cryptographic functions like encryption, decryption, digital
signing and verification and authentication. The process flow is explained in
Fig. 15. The data and encryption keys are fully controlled and owned always
with all with security requirements achieved. Comprehensive logging and
auditing capabilities are also available in this interface with which encrypted
data and keys can be accessed for addressing the internal policies.

7 Future Directions
The ultimate goal of utility providers in the smart grid networks is to
eliminate the vulnerabilities which may lead to data leak and information
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theft from the customer‟s premises. Particularly, in the energy industry
dealing with hundreds of millions of monetary transactions, the collection of
incorrect consumption data may lead to heavy losses. To achieve complete
security of data, various methods and security solutions need to be employed
at different points of the network, the most important solution being
encryption techniques. As many standard encryption methodologies are in
use, the emerging trend predicts the use of the latest, much more
sophisticated algorithms.
Quantum cryptography combines the quantum mechanics with
cryptographic operations to establish the highest level of data security. Using
the quantum mechanics, the key distribution issues can also be greatly solved
with the quantum key distribution [QKD] feature. Application of quantum
cryptography for securing smart meters can be an interesting and upcoming
research direction.
Another emerging technology of Blockchains can be employed in smart
metering systems as a means to safeguard the smart meters from cyberattacks. Here, single points of failure can be avoided, so in the case of an
individual smart meter being hacked, the propagating failures can be
eliminated. In such a distributed network, an attacker would have to hack
each single device to obtain each single key. Adoption of blockchain
technology in the smart meter market can be a very effective solution for
cyber security issues in the smart grid and a developing area for research.

8 Conclusion
The heterogeneous nature of smart grid networks gives rise to many
challenges in implementing the end-to-end security solutions. In particular,
the cryptographic techniques used for information security of AMI data of
SG‟s are very efficient as well as challenging to implement. From the
analysis of existing literature, it is observed that multiple symmetric and
asymmetric encryption algorithms are available, and the usage and
application decides the best one to be applied. In this paper, the symmetric
block cipher algorithms are analysed in detail, namely DES, 3DES and AES
algorithms. It is observed from many exiting works that in AMI of SGs, the
128 bit AES symmetric algorithm is efficient in smart meters and is used for
communication between smart meters and data accumulators because of its
adequate security solutions. This is also because, in future, AES block sizes
can even be stretched beyond 128,192 and 256 bit lengths for superior longterm security against brute force attacks aimed at metering infrastructure.
Moreover, it is also observed that, in terms of light weight memory
capabilities of smart metering devices, the symmetric block ciphers like AES
are best suitable for AMI of SGs, along with its computational speed when
compared to the public key algorithms. The main challenges faced while
implementing the encryption algorithms are identified as key management
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issues and key protection policies. Lightweight KMS solutions are most
suited for the metering infrastructure of SGs because of their low-memory
and low-computational overheads. The successful implementation of
encryption algorithms is achievable through the standards specified by NIST
guidelines.
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